Abstract-the purpose of this paper is to present tow methods to synthesize fractional order control for a given type of Fractional Order System FOS model. Two controllers are proposed for this class of FOS: Fractional Order Proportional Integrator (FO-PI) controller and Proportional Integrator PI. A practical and systematic tuning procedure has been developed for these controllers. In fact the paper presents an extension of some results developed in the simulation of integer order plants to FOS using the state representation; Computer simulation of the circuit model by Matlab was used to prove the relevance of our work and to show the effectiveness of the proposed controller design strategy and the robustness of the FO-PI controller compared to the classic PI under the same number of design parameters and the same specifications.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the better understanding of fractional calculus [1] , fractional order differential equations seems be more adequate to describe real world systems than those of integer order models [2, 3] .
Fractional systems are defined in terms of their spectra shape which is proportional to reciprocal frequency and which is generally called 1/F beta spectra [4, 5] .
Thus the concept of differentiation to an arbitrary order was defined in the 19th century by using not only integer but also non integer order. Fractional calculus can be considered to be a generalization of integration and differentiation of the integer order expressions to the non-integer order one. The most frequently used integro-differential definitions are Grünwald-Letnikov, Riemann-Liouville and Caputo expressions which were given in [6] .
In recent years considerable attention has been given to the fractional calculus used in modeling and control of various kinds of physical systems. As a result, many real systems have been modeled by fractional order systems [6] . the dynamic model which governs the phenomenon of transposition of "fractal robustness" is a fractional linear equation [7] , In fact some important studies dealing with the applications of the fractional calculus to the control system have been done in [8, 9] .
Our contribution concerns the control of fractional order systems. The control requires the preliminary theoretical knowledge of the fractional calculation mention in the first section which will be useful not only for the control phase but also for the analysis and the simulation of these type of systems, In section two we focus on the analyze and representation of a fractional system, two regulators will be synthesized in section three with the aim of controlling the system discussed.
II. ANALYZE OF THE FRACTIONAL ORDER SYSTEM

A. Frequency analyze
Many of real physical system can be better represented by an explicit fractional transfer function. The FOS discussed in this paper has the following form :
This generalized fractional capacitor membrane model does play an important role in describing the dielectric behavior of membranes cells; tissues and a variety of biological material for example, nerve muscle [10] .
B. Phase and Gain of the system discussed
Writing the transfer function in the frequency domain, we focus on the following shape
The fractional puissance of jw can be written as given 
As an illustration example, we have chosen a fractional system which has the following parameters:
The Figure 1 shows the bode plot of the system represented by the equation system (4). 
III. CONTROL SPECIFICATIONS AND TUNNING
The idea of this procedure is to propose an exercise book predefines for the opened loop from which we are going to try to determine the expression of the specified regulator. This exercise book is only all these conditions to be put on the phase and the module of the wished system, these last conditions are translated to a system of equation, the resolution of this system allows to insure the performances wished provided that the number of the parameters of the regulator is lower or equals among equation. In our case we are going to limit itself to regulators having in most three parameter, for the evaluation of these parameters, we are going to put then three conditions to have the behavior, these three conditions are according to the terms of the controller [10] .
The first condition deal with the specification of the margin of phase at the corner frequency, in fact the phase of the regulated system ( ) c G jw does not have to exceed180 °.
For a system ( ) P s in waterfall with a regulator ( ) C s , the open loop is:
Thus, the argument of ( ) G jw has to verify the following [ ] 
A. Fractional Order [PI] controller design
We always considering the fractional system described by the equation (1), the regulator FO-[ PI] is of the following shape:
The phase and the gain of the proposed FO-[PI] controller can be given as follows:
Let us look now for the parameters of the regulator (9) from the three specifications previously mentioned.
The first condition (6) allows writing:
( ) 
We can then establish from the expression (11) a relation between 1 i k and λ .
From the first condition we pulled the equation ( 12 ), now we need a second equation having the same unknowns as that one to found these parameters, thus exploiting the equation ( 7 ) We observe that the performances wished are respected; indeed the margin of phase is equal to 70° at the corner frequency.
B. Integer Order [PI] controller design
The classical controller PI parameters are obtaining using the classical PI controller design techniques which are obtained in [12] for integer order interval control systems, are extended for the FOS.
This method is a little modified compared with the previous one but both arise from the same idea which is based on the frequency analyzes of the open loop before and after the integration of the regulator. The regulator PI has the following shape. We notice that the wished performances are established, indeed, the amplitude nullifies with the new corner frequency chosen and the margin of the phase wished is finished at this frequency.
IV. STATE SPACE REPRESENTATION OF THE FOS
To study the stability performances of the system we will analyze the temporal response.
In this paragraph, we extended the base form of commandability applied to integer order systems to fractional systems using a fractional integrator.
Let us consider as fractional transfer function the following shape:
The system output will have the shape (24)
By means of this expression we can deduct the base form of commandability which allows feigning on Matlab any system having an explicit transfer function using a simulink block of a fractional integrator predefines. Using the previous equations we can extract the following general representation of a FOS. The regulator FO- [ PI] insures the stability of the system with an overtaking of the order of 0.11, the necessary time to reach the gain input value for the first time is 1.68 t s = and a zero as static error . The integer regulator PI assures the stability of the system with an overtaking 0.06 d = , a zero static error and a time 2.19 t s = to reach for the first time the gain input value.
VI. COMPARISON RESULTS
To judge the robustness of the system for discussing regulator, four criteria of optimizations will be considered. The following table illustrates the results found for each regulator. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we defined a fractional system, we analyzed its frequency performances without regulator, then we synthesized the necessary regulators; two methods are presented for controller design in the presence of a fractional case; the first method presents a robust parametric fractional controller design to satisfy robust stability and the required performance specifications of the fractional order plant, the second presents a robust parametric classical design PI.
Then, we applied the command by these two regulators to the same system predefines and we feigned the step response of the closed loop. Best results were obtained with fractional regulators FO [PI].
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